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User Interface
Introduction
The Commonwealth of Pennsylvania is deploying an Enterprise Portal to allow
internal agencies the ability to share information publicly and securely. While
agencies are building there public and private web sites using the portal technology,
there will be Enterprise guidelines on designing navigation and branding portal sites.
Adhering to these guidelines will produce agency web sites with a unified design.
This document outlines the areas of the navigation that can be updated by the
agencies.
Overview
As stated in the Enterprise Portal Governance Plan, agencies will be allowed to create
public web sites along with secure web sites that require authentication into the
portal. In order for each portal site to have a unique look and feel specific to the
Agency theme and branding, agencies will be able to add style classes and portlets
that comprise the Enterprise User Interface. Following the Enterprise Portal User
Interface Guide, agencies will be creating portlets that will define their look and feel
of their portal sites. The following style guide will look at where the agencies can
utilize design firms to aid with the look and feel.
Header Portlet
The header portlet is the area of the portal where agencies will be able to bring in
images and ideas that can cascade across their portal pages. Examples of some
headers are:

There are common components of the header which cannot be altered and areas that
can be altered by agencies. The blue bar, containing the “Pennsylvania” logo, in the
bottom third and the grey navigation boxes in the upper right corner are elements
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that cannot be changed. The logo, agency name and background images above the
blue bar are the elements that can be customized by the agency, these areas are
designated below in green. The agency is not limited to using any particular colors.
Colors utilized by the header will be able to be used throughout the agency site.

Header – CSS Modifications
The header data entry template allows for the ability to have styles added that can
cascade through all the pages that are using the header. When a new header is
created a default set of styles will already be populated in this field for common
changes that can be cascaded throughout an entire site. This is also a way to update
specific styles that are built in to the portal that can control the look and feel of the
site. Some useful styles that can be overridden are listed below.
Portlet Styles
.portletTitle

.platportletNarrowHeader

.platportletHeaderBg

.portletTitle {height: 18px; padding-bottom: 2px; padding-top: 0px;}
.platportletNarrowHeader {color: #FFFFFF; font-weight: bold; font-size: x-small; fontfamily: verdana,arial,helvetica; padding: 0px 0px 0px 5px; margin-top: 0px; marginbottom: 0px;}
.platportletHeaderBg {background-color: #6B9ED5;}
.portletBody {background-color: #FFFFFF;}
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Style Name
.portletTitle
.platportletNarrowHeader
.platportletWideHeader
.platportletHeaderBg
.portletButtons

.portletBody

Description
Controls the height and padding of the portlet title. ‘My
Projects’ in the above example.
These two will control the font family, size and color of
the portlet title. ‘My Projects’ in the above example.
Controls the background color of the entire portlet
header, the ‘blue’ in the above example.
This can be used to hide the buttons in the upper right
corner of the portlet. If the header was set to be a
white background the buttons may need to be hidden.
To hide the buttons use:
.portletButtons { display: none; }
Controls the background color of the portlet under the
title bar.

Styles for portlets can also be controlled on a portlet by portlet basis. The styles
listed above would still be used but prefaced with the id of the portlet. To determine
the id of the portlet, view the source of your page and locate the portlet in the code,
make note of the id. There will be a table with the “id” property set to “pt-portlet#”. To update a portlet whose id is 771 the following would be used:
#pt-portlet-771 .portletButtons {display: none;}
#pt-portlet-771 .portletBody {background: #EFF6FF;}
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Presentation Styles

.ptNarrowColumnWidth
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Style Name
.ptNarrowColumnWidth

.ptRightNarrowColumnWidthThreeColumn
.ptPortletPaddingVertical
.ptPortletPaddingHorizontal
.PATableThreeWideColumnBorder

.PATableTwoWideColumnBorder

Description
Controls in pixels the width of the left
column that holds the navigation.
Default is 200px.
Controls in pixels the width of the right
column in a three column page layout.
Default is 225px.
Controls the vertical padding in pixels
between portlets. Default is 0px.
Controls the horizontal padding in pixels
between portlets. Default is 0px.
Supplies padding in between the columns
of a three column layout to give the
portlets spacing away from the black
vertical bar.
Same as above just for two column
layouts.

Vertical Navigation Portlet
The vertical navigation portlet will be able to be customized with hex color codes to
tie in agency colors or other colors utilized by the header. In the data entry
template for the vertical navigation fields exist to supply these hex codes.
Current Item Color

Lower Level

Top Level

Admin Level
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Form Field
Top Level BG
Top Level Font
Lower Level BG
Lower Level Font
Rollover Color
Current Item Color
Show Log In/My Account?
Admin BG
Admin Font Color

Description
The background color used for the menu items supplied
in the Community Ids field that represent the first level
of the menu.
The font color used for the menu items supplied in the
Community Ids field that represent the first level of the
menu.
The background color used by all the other rows of the
menu.
The font color used by all the other rows of the menu.
If supplied, the color of the menu item when a
mouseover occurs. If no value is supplied the menu
will stay it’s current color.
The background color of the community and/or page
that the user is currently on.
T/F value to show the administration rows of the menu
or not.
The row color for the admin rows of the menu, Log
In/My Account.
The font color for the admin rows of the menu, Log
In/My Account.

Agency Search Portlet
The background color and the word after ‘search’ in the text field are available for
change in the Agency Search. The default color is the grey shown below and the
text will default to ‘—search Agency—‘ if not updated.

Governor Portlet
The background color is available for change to a hex color that fits with the look feel
of the site. The default color is the off yellow shown below.
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